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ABSTRACT

The ÒdialectsÓ of Berber differ in whether they have been
affected by a historical process of spirantization of singleton
plosives, changing, for example, /t/ into /T/.  It might be expected
that the spirantizing dialects will shorten their remaining stops
(the original geminates) when there is no longer a singleton/
geminate contrast to maintain.  Acoustic closure duration of stops
was measured for 8 speakers, 4 of non-spirantizing dialects, 3 of
spirantizing dialects, and 1 of an assibilating dialect.  The
historical geminate stops are long for all speakers regardless of
dialect, having about twice the duration of singleton stops.  This
suggests it is not inappropriate to describe them phonetically as
geminates for both groups.

1.  INTRODUCTION
The varieties of Berber (usually called ÔdialectsÕ but very diverse)
are spoken from the Mediterranean coast of Africa to the southern
Sahara.  Arabic is the politically dominant language in this area,
allowing the Berber dialects to remain relatively free of the
homogenizing tendencies due to development of standard
languages.  Consequently, even within a given ÔdialectÕ there is
often considerable variation.  Nonetheless, the dialects can be
divided quite tidily into those which have undergone a process of
spirantization of original singleton plosives and those which have
not.  In all spirantizing dialects original */t/ and */d/ have evolved
into /T/ and /D/ while */tt/ and */dd/ remain as stops.  In some,
velar stops have also developed into fricatives, while voiced
bilabial stops (there are no voiceless bilabials) are least often
affected by spirantization [9].  Spirantization thus transforms the
contrast between singleton and geminate plosives into one
between fricative and plosive.  In view of this transformation, it
might be expected that the original geminate stops would lose the
durational characteristics of geminates, since greater length is
redundant when the distinction is transferred to consonant
manner.  The principal goal of this paper is thus to investigate if
this particular transformation of the structure of the phonological
system entails a change in the phonetic realization of the original
geminate stops, as functionally-based explanations for phonetic
patterns might predict.

A second objective of the paper is to contribute to the debate
among Berber scholars over whether what we have been referring
to as a singleton/geminate contrast is in fact appropriately viewed
as such, or is more appropriately viewed as a distinction of
ÔstrengthÕ or ÔtensionÕ between two classes of consonants.  While
some [1, 12, 6, 3] are content to use the term ÔgeminateÕ; others
[4, 5, 2, 10, 11, 8] reject this term.  The debate actually involves
three rather different aspects of the problem, which have not
always been distinguished.  One is a simple matter of definitions,
which is important here because different linguists have used the
term ÔgeminateÕ to mean rather different things.  The second is
the phonological patterning of the entities in question, while the
third is the phonetic nature of the distinction.  Probably all would

agree that geminates are characterized by substantially longer
duration than their non-geminate counterparts, but opinions differ
as whether all long consonants are by definition geminate, or only
those which also display certain phonological patterns, such as
being limited to intervocalic position, or always functioning as
heterosyllabic.  A short conference paper does not allow space to
discuss all these issues: we will limit our discussion to some
aspects of the phonetics, leaving aside the definitional and
phonological issues involved.

2.  DATA AND METHODS
Recordings were made of 8 speakers of a variety of Berber
dialects producing 6 repetitions of words embedded in a carrier
sentence.  Five of the speakers are from non-spirantizing dialects
(3 Tashlhiyt, and 2 speakers of different varieties of Touareg),
and 3 from spirantizing dialects (2 Tarifit, 1 Tamazight).  One of
the Tashlhiyt speakers speaks a variety which has undergone
assibilation (*/t, d/ > [s, z]), which also partially transforms the
contrasts between stops but in a different way and under different
conditions from the more widely found spirantization process.
The wordlists for the non-spirantizing dialects consist of minimal
or near-minimal pairs contrasting single and geminate stops in
medial position at bilabial, dental and velar places of articulation.
Wordlists for the spirantizing dialects contain words illustrating
all the stop types that remain in the dialect.  Word structure was
matched as far as possible across speakers and dialects.  The
words are listed in Table 1, together with speaker information.
The carrier phrases used are given in Table 2.  For three of the
speakers, selected word-initial examples of stops were also
included in the wordlist, as listed in Table 3.

Table 1.  Speakers and words recorded for word-medial stops
Speaker and Dialect   Words Gloss
1 Touareg (Tayirt)

abal ostrich (male)
abbar grabbing
at«l move home!
att«l wrap!
adal leopard
addal game
akal land
akkal suffering
agar maerua crassifolia
aggar acacia fruit

2 Touareg (Tawellemmet)
�b�t he has disappeared
abb� father
atu t«gr� you will understand
tattult belt
adal leopard
addal game
ak�r sheep
akkAr stealing
agar maerua crassifolia
aggar acacia fruit
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3.  Tashlhiyt (Tanalt)
bibi turkey
ibbi he has cut
rad j«tut he will hit him
ittut heÕs forgotten it
adan intestines
addal cape
ikWsa pasture
ikkWs he has taken
agar locust
aggar sowing

4.  Tashlhiyt (Tiznit) (as 3 except for words shown)
tit«lt clinging
itt«l he has wrapped
tikint household
tukkimt fist

8.  Tashlhiyt  (Anezi)
(as 3 except for words shown, and no tokens of /t, d/)

sikins household
sukkims fist

5.  Tamazight (A�t Sadden)
bibi turkey
ibbij he has cut
ittu he has forgotten
idd«z he has squashed
ikk«s he has taken
iggir he stayed behind

6.  Tarifit (Kabedana)
baba father
abbiS breast
ittu he has forgotten
idd«z he has squashed
ikk«s he has taken
igga he has done it

7. Tarifit (Temsamane) (as 6 except for words shown)
/b/ = [B]
Tibbi grooming

Table 2  Carrier phrases used
Touareg       /Ql«sQt ___ «d barar/     Òrepeat ___ and the boyÓ
Tashlhiyt     /in«jamt ___ jat twal/     Òsay (f pl.) ___ onceÓ
Tarifit          /ini ___ m«rTaj«n/           Òsay (sg) ___ twiceÓ
Tamazight   /ini ___  s«naT l«mrraT/    Òsay (sg) ___ twiceÓ

Table 3.  Word-initial stops
Speaker and Dialect Word Gloss
3 Tashlhiyt tut she knocked

ttut forget it!
kWs pasture!
kkWs take!
g«r sow!
ggW«r touch!

8 Tashlhiyt ttu forget!
ks pasture!
kk«s take!

6 Tarifit ttut forget it
dd«z squash!
kk«s take!
gg« do it!

The acoustic closure duration (ACD) was measured for all word-
medial stops using simultaneous displays of spectrograms and the
waveform in the Kay Elemetrics Multispeech program.  ACD is
defined as the interval from the acoustic offset of the preceding
vowel, marked by a sharp drop in amplitude and loss of visible
formant structure, to the release burst of the stop.  This acoustic

interval is assumed to closely reflect the duration of the
articulatory contact for the stops, and therefore to represent
indirectly an important aspect of the timing of the articulatory
gestures which produce these stops.  The acoustic closure could
not always be reliably measured in word-initial cases, despite
their being in a carrier phrase, as some speakers paused before the
target word.

3 RESULTS
3.1  Duration of stops in non-spirantizing dialects
The means of the ACD for each category of stop for the 4
speakers of non-spirantizing, non-assibilating dialects are plotted
in Figure 1.  These data, consisting of six tokens from each
speaker of all 10 stop types, were analyzed to provide a baseline
for comparing durations in spirantizing dialects.  ACD for
geminate stops is more than twice that of singleton stops, 136.5
ms vs 66.6 ms.  In a one-way analysis of variance, the main effect
of the single/geminate difference is highly significant, F (1, 238)
= 576.5, p < .0001.
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Figure 1.  Means of ACD for each stop type for 4 speakers of

non-spirantizing dialects.  Error bars are one standard deviation.

3.1.2  Voicing. There is also the expected effect of voicing
category on ACD.  This effect was examined at dental and velar
places, where voicing is distinctive.  Voiced stops have 11 ms
shorter ACD than voiceless ones.  In a two-way analysis of
variance with duration class and voicing as main effects this
difference was found to be highly significant, F (1, 188) = 11.9, p
= .0007.  Although the difference is greater between voiced and
voiceless singleton stops (14 ms) than between the geminates (8
ms), this interaction is not statistically significant.
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Figure 2.  Mean ACD for voiced and voiceless single and
geminate stops for 4 speakers of non-spirantizing dialects.
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3.1.3.  Place of articulation. ACD of stops in medial position
also shows significant effects of place of articulation.  The three-
way contrast between bilabial, dental and velar places can only be
compared using voiced stops, as shown in Figure 3.  In an
analysis of variance with duration class and place as main effects,
there is a highly significant effect of place, F (2, 138) = 10.6, p <
.0001.  Post-hoc comparison of means shows that all pairwise
comparisons are significant at the .05 level or better.
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Figure 3.  Mean ACD by place of articulation for voiced single
and geminate stops for 4 speakers of non-spirantizing dialects.

3.1.4.  Speaker differences. There are significant differences
among the 4 speakers, F (3, 232) = 37.6, p < .0001, but the
differences do not reflect the dialect grouping (Touareg vs
Tashlhiyt)  The effect is mostly due to the greater duration of
geminates, 172 ms, for speaker 4.  For others, geminates range
between 118 and 130 ms.  Mean ACD for singleton stops varies
much less between speakers, from 60 to 71 ms.

3.1.5  Summary so far. We thus see that singleton and geminate
are distinguished by very large differences in ACD, with the ratio
between singleton and geminate durations being greater than 1:2.
Superimposed on this large difference are smaller variations in
duration attributable to the effects of voicing, place of
articulation, and individual speakersÕ habits.

3.2.  Comparison including spirantizing dialects
We now proceed to comparisons involving all 8 speakers.  The
duration of original geminates will be compared at each place of
articulation between spirantizing and non-spirantizing dialects.
In figures 4-8 speakers for whom geminate stops at a given place
donÕt contrast with singeletons are distinguished by hatching.

3.2.1 Bilabials. Most speakers retain */b/ and */bb/ as stops, but
speaker 7, has [B] as the reflex of */b/, and hence only one class
of bilabial stops.  The duration of this speakerÕs bilabial stops is
not systematically shorter than that of speakers with a contrast of
/b/ and /bb/ (Figure 4).  In pairwise comparisons, speaker 7 has
longer duration than speakers 1 and 2, equivalent duration to
speakers 3 and 5, and shorter duration than speakers 4, 6 and 8.

3.2.2 Dentals. Voiced and voiceless geminate dental plosives
were examined itogether.  Mean ACDÕs are shown in Figure 5.
There are highly significant differences among speakers, F (7, 88)
= 25.9, p < .0001. The general pattern is that there are two groups
of speakers, speakers 1-3 with shorter ACDÕs and speakers 4-8

whose geminate dental ACDÕs are longer.  All pairwise
comparisons involving speakers drawn one from each group are
highly significant (at or better than the .0001 level by FisherÕs
PLSD).  Speakers 1-4 speak non-spirantizing dialects, and thus
have a contrast of /t, d/ vs /tt, dd/, while speakers 5-7 have
spirantized original singleton dental stops, and speaker 8 has
sibilants corresponding to */t/ and */d/.  Thus, the dialects which
lack a singleton/geminate contrast of dental stops are far from
shortening the original geminates.

3.2.3 Velars. Voiced and voiceless geminate velar plosives were
also analyzed together.  The results are similar to those for
dentals; there is a highly significant overall effect of speaker (F
(7, 88) = 34.2, p < .0001), and the same two groups of speakers
emerge between which all pairwise comparisons are highly
significant, although there is more variability within each group.
Speakers 5-7 have spirantized original singleton velar stops and
hence have no contrast between /k, g/ and /kk, gg/.  Again, the
dialects lacking contrast have not shortened the duration.
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Figure 4.  Mean ACD of geminate bilabial stops for all speakers.
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Figure 5.  Mean ACD of geminate dental stops for all 8 speakers.
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Figure 6.  Mean ACD of geminate velar stops for all 8 speakers.

3.3  Initial consonants
There is a limited amount of data on consonants in initial postion
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in our mterials (Table 3).  Means for initial dentals are shown in
Figure 7, separated by speaker and segment type.  Single and
geminate dental stops contrast for speaker 3, but not for the other
two speakers in this data set.  Original geminate dentals in initial
position remain long for all three speakers.

Initial geminate velar stop durations are shown in Figure 8.
Closure durations of all initial velar stops are shorter than their
counterparts in medial position.  However, the durations of initial
/kk/ and /gg/ are not systematically shorter in spirantizing dialects
than in non-spirantizing ones.
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Figure 7.  Mean ACD of initial dental stops, by speaker.
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Figure 8.  Mean ACD of initial geminate velar stops, by speaker.

3.4  Other differences
We considered the possibility that other differences correlate with
the presence or absence of singleton/geminate stop contrasts, but
it is difficult to compare factors such as burst amplitude across
different speakers.  One difference noted is the greater probability
of cessation of voicing in geminate voiced stops among speakers
of spirantizing dialects (Table 4).  Devoicing before the release
occurs systematically in /gg/ for speakers 5 and 7, and in /bb/ for
speaker 5.  It only occurs very occasionally elsewhere.  The
speakers of spirantizing dialects are among those whose geminate
durations are longer and so might be more likely to devoice for
simple aerodynamic reasons.  Speakers 1-3, whose geminate
durations are shortest, have no devoiced tokens.

Table 4.  Number of tokens of geminates with devoicing.
Speaker bilabial dental velar
1 Touareg 0 0 0
2 Touareg 0 0 0
3 Tashlhiyt 0 0 0
4 Tashlhiyt 0 1 1
5 Tamazight 6 2 5
6 Tarifit 0 0 0
7 Tarifit 0 0 6
8 Tashlhiyt 0 0 1

4. DISCUSSION
Our results show that closure duration of historically geminate
plosives is broadly similar in varieties of Berber regardless of
whether sound changes have operated to suspend the contrast
between geminates and singleton consonants.  The prediction that
their duration will be shorter in the absence of contrast is not
supported.  In view of this, it does not seem inappropriate to refer
to members of this category of stops as phonetically geminate
even when no corresponding singleton occurs.

The magnitude of the duration differences between
contrasting singleton and geminate consonants (Figure 1) is so
large that it seems unlikely that any other phonetic parameter
underlying this distinction could have greater importance.  We
see no support in these results for suggesting that greater
articulatory force or ÔtensionÕ accounts for the long duration of
geminates, whether contrastive or not.  The greater duration of
voiceless stop closures compared with their voiced counterparts is
usually explained as due to the greater force of voiceless closures
[7].  In Berber we see that this factor accounts for a difference of
about 10-15 ms (Figure 2).  To account for duration differences
on the order of 100 ms would require improbably large
differences in articulatory force.  We might also suspect that so
massive a reorganization of articulatory strategy would disrupt
the typical pattern of place-dependent duration differences, rather
than producing effects that are parallel in magnitude between
singleton and geminate stops (Figure 3).  We believe that the long
duration of geminate stops in all the Berber dialects represented
here results from an  intention on the part of the speakers to
produce long duration, not something else.  This, of course, does
not mean that there are no other differences between long and
short counterparts, or that such differences play no role in the
production and perception of this distinction.
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